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Rs 19.87 crore
grants for 4 J&K
Universities
Excelsior Correspondent

SRINAGAR, Aug
31:
University Grants Commission
has informed the Governor, who
is Chancellor of the State
Universities, as well as of the
Shri Mata Vaishno Devi
University, that it has sanctioned
a
General
Development
Assistance Plan Grant of Rs.
1987.60 lakh to the four
Universities in J&K.
These grants, under the XII
Plan, are against a tentative allocation of Rs. 4969 lakh to the
four Universities. The amount
sanctioned so far is 40% of the
total XII Plan allocations made
by UGC for Jammu University,
Kashmir University, Shri Mata
Vaishno Devi University and
Baba Ghulam Shah Badshah
University, Rajouri.
The
communication
received from the University
Grants Commission, New Delhi,
intimates that out of a tentative
XII Plan allocation of Rs. 1404
lakh for Jammu University, an
amount of Rs. 561.60 lakh has
been sanctioned till date; against
Rs. 1761 lakh allocated for
Kashmir University, Rs. 704.40
lakh has been so far sanctioned;
against an allocation of Rs. 1004
lakh, an amount of Rs. 401.60
lakh has been sanctioned for the
Shri Mata Vaishno Devi
University and for the Baba
Ghulam
Shah
Badshah
University, against an allocation
of Rs. 800 lakh, the amount
sanctioned is Rs. 320 lakh.
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Rana assails Rajnath for No extra charge for
remarks against Govt Hajj despite Rupee fall
Excelsior Correspondent

between people belonging to
various faiths will bring them
political fortunes in other
parts, particularly in Jammu
and Kashmir, they are day
dreaming", he said.
Referring to the remarks
of Rajnath Singh over governance in Jammu and Kashmir,
Rana said that the Chief
Minister does not require certificate from those who created chaos during their brief
stint in New Delhi. The people are best judges of performance of the government
and the entire nation knows
how Omar Abdullah brought
out the State from morass created by communal and divisive elements.
Mr Rana ridiculed BJP for
shedding crocodile tears for a
section of the people in
Kishtwar and said this depicts
their myopic vision and
biased approach towards
other communities.

JAMMU
Aug
31:
Provincial President National
Conference Devender Singh
Rana on Saturday assailed
Bharatiya
Janata
Party
President Rajnath Singh for
vitiating peace in Jammu and
Kashmir, saying his provocative posturing reflects the frustration and discomfort over
normalcy
returning
in
Kishtwar.
"It appears that BJP has not
reconciled with peace dawning
in Kishtwar and people of the
area reposing their faith in the
age old amity and brotherhood", Mr Rana said in a
statement while responding to
the utterances of Rajnath
Singh at his party convention.
The Provincial President
said the apple cart of BJP
turned turtle when All Party
Delegation sent by Chief
Minister Omar Abdullah succeeded in bringing the two
communities together. "BJP
delegates could not conceal
their frustration and left the
proceedings midway in an
unsuccessful attempt to sabotage the peace efforts", he
added.
Rana said that BJP has
Excelsior Correspondent
developed vested interest in
flaring up communal passions
REASI, Aug 31: Deputy
to derive cheap political
Commissioner, Reasi, Dr
mileage. "If they think that
Shahid Iqbal Choudhary today
Gujarat type communal vioinstituted an inquiry about the
lence
and
polarization
reports pertaining to alleged
land scam near the town.
Additional
District
Magistrate Tilak Raj Shastri
only two trade-able items are
has been appointed as enquiry
produced in Muzafarabad, even
officer to enquire into allegaas per CBMs procedure, 21
tions against revenue officials
items are to be traded from
and merits of the case as the
Pakistan side," Turkey said.
Naib Tehsildar has complained
Turkey alleged that Customs
of harassment by some senior
Department is under the influpolice officers before lodging
ence of Amritsar Trade Union
an FIR.
that is why hurdles are being creMeanwhile,
Revenue
ated for them to stop the trade.
Department said that Khasra
The general secretary said
No. 1075 at village Mari has
the Government is forcing us to
361 Kanal land out of which
become smugglers by not facili154 Kanal is State land and rest
tating the trade and thus act as
protected Kacharai and Shamlat
impediments.
under possession of joint ownBesides, customs officials the
ers and sharers. Department has
intelligence agencies like CID
also clarified that none of the
has also recommended the
officials were absconding with
Government to "bar" those
revenue records and they are
traders whose relatives have
very much present on the duty.
crossed across in 90s for arms
According to the departtraining.
ment, District Police Office on
Turkey sought intervention
May 8, 2013 sought revenue
of Chief Minister Omar
Abudllah
and
Central records of specific Khasra
Government in removing the Numbers maintaining that
hurdles so that they could carry same was required for investigation in a complaint made
on the trade as per the CBMs.
before
State
Vigilance
Organization. In response to
this, Assistant Commissioner

SRINAGAR, Aug 31: The
trans-Line of Control (LoC)
trade between Srinagar and
Muzaffarabad has been suspended by the traders following complaints that the customs officials
at Salamabad in North Kashmir's
Baramulla district are creating
hurdles in the conduct of the
trade.
SCTU general secretary,
Hilal Turkey, said the traders
will suspend their trade with
Pakistani counterparts because
of the numerous hurdles that
haven't been resolved yet by the
State and Central Governments.
Turkey claimed due to bottlenecks the number of traders, that
were 600 at the beginning, have
gradually left the trade and now
less than 50 traders are involved
in it.
"The Customs officials are
permitting us to trade in only
Muzafarabad-based products,
but not the Pakistani items. Since

SRINAGAR, Aug 31: The
Hajj pilgrims of Jammu and
Kashmir are concerned over the
devaluation of Rupee as they
fear that they might have to pay
some extra money for the Hajj.
The pilgrims scheduled to
leave for Holy pilgrimage to
Saudi Arabia from next week
have apprehensions that the State
Hajj Committee (SHC) may ask
them to deposit some extra
money following devaluation of
Rupee.
"We have apprehensions the
SHC may ask us to deposit extra
money at the time of our departure," said Mohammad Yaqoob,
a pilgrim from South Kashmir's
district Shopian.
Yaqoob said he visited the
Hajj House thrice so far after the
Rupee starting hitting the all
time low to confirm whether
they (Hajis) have to pay more
money to the Hajj Committee of

encroachment allegation

Excelsior Correspondent

Protest at Patli More on Saturday.
-Excelsior/Gautam

Protest against
thrashing of driver by cops
JAMMU, Aug 31: The driver
of a 407 matador, TV06F 2024
parked his vehicle at Patli More
Chowk this afternoon to protest
his thrashing by traffic cops
resulting into a huge traffic jam on
Jammu -Pathankote National
Highway for over one hour.
The traffic was resumed on the
highway after the Bari Brahmana
Police Station SHO Arun Jamwal
rushed to the spot and managed to
pursue the protesting driver and
his associate to remove the vehicle from the Chowk.
The SHO also asked the driver of the vehicle to give a written
application to Police so that they

can act on that and take action
against the traffic cops under rules
for thrashing him.
The trouble started after the
driver of the vehicle did not pay
any heed to the Naka laid by the
Traffic police at National
Highway near Kunjwani and
even after being asked by the
cops to stop he ran away ignoring
them.
This enraged the cops on duty
who chased the vehicle up to Patli
More resulting into a scuffle
between cops and the inmates of
the vehicle. The driver of the vehicle Ramesh and his accomplice
Sonu in protest parked the vehicle
in the Main Chowk blocking the
traffic on High way.

Protest against ERA, PWD
Excelsior Correspondent
JAMMU, Aug 31: Traders
Welfare Association, Bus Stand
and residents of nearby mohallas
today held a protest demonstration
against
Economic
Reconstruction Agency (ERA)
and Public Works Department
(PWD) for not repairing the road
from Indira Chowk to Below
Gumat.
The protestors assembled at
JP Chowk, Below Gumat and
raised slogans against Economic
Reconstruction Agency (ERA)
and Public Works Department
(PWD).
While speaking, Ramesh Tak,
president, Traders Welfare
Association, Bus Stand alleged
that the road from Indira Chowk
to Below Gumat is in dilapidated
condition. He added that ERA and
PWD dig the road since long and

Excelsior Correspondent
SRINAGAR,
Aug
31:
Maintaining that the Government
has already put in place a comprehensive plan for ensuring sustained development of the
Srinagar city, the Minister for
Rural
Development
and
Panchayati Raj, Ali Mohammad
Sagar has said that certain parties are trying to create misgivings in the minds of common
people for their own ulterior
motives, in which they will not
succeed.
The Minister was addressing
a public gathering after laying
the foundation stones of
Community Centre, being constructed at a cost of Rs. 2.20
crore at Sheeshigari Mohalla and
Wazoo Khana with the cost of
Rs.1.64 crore at Rayaztang,
Miskeenbagh in Khanyar old
city, Srinagar. The Projects

Spurious drugs scam

General arrest warrants
DC orders probe into land issued against 4 accused
Revenue vide his letters dated
31.05.2013 and 23.08.2013
sought a copy of the complaint.
However, the Police could not
produce the same even after the
lapse of three months thereby
hampering enquiry in the matter even as revenue officials
complained about harassment
by a senior police officer in the
district.
Naib Tehsildar Rajesh
Kumar, who is being accused
of so called land scam, earlier
on January 19, 2013 wrote to
SHO for lodging FIR when
some influential land mafia
tried to encroach the land.
However, there was complete
inaction and matter was
brought to notice of higher
authorities as well.
Moreover, the Department
said that the Commission of
Enquiry appointed by the then
Deputy Commissioner in
December 2012 has nowhere
reported that Aks Masavi /
Latha of entire Khasra Number
was not available. Hence, the
FIR is not substantiated by any
basis or facts.
The Deputy Commissioner
has directed the Enquiry
Officer to personally verify the
status of land encroachment,
the basis on which FIR has
been lodged and submit a
report within three weeks.

GB Pant admn blames referrals from
districts for high infant mortality

Excelsior Correspondent

India (HCI).
Executive Officer, State Hajj
Committee, Fayaz Ahmad Lone,
said that there is no communication regarding extra money to be
charged from the Hajjis following devaluation of the Rupee.
"We have not received any
communication regarding hike
in payment for Hajj 2013 from
Central Hajj Committee, that
means pilgrims need not to
worry for," Lone said.
There were apprehensions
that due to devaluation of rupee travel, food and accommodation
costs might get costlier and Hajj
pilgrims may have to spend extra
money.
Lone said: "They deposited
2100 Saudi Riyals and it would
cover their travel and stay of the
Hajiis. However, the pilgrims
have to take extra money with
them as the value has devalued."

Naib Tehsildar complains harassment

Traders suspend trans-LoC trade
Excelsior Correspondent

Mir Iqbal

Certain parties trying to create
misgivings in minds of people: Sagar

till date, it has not been repaired.
If the said road was not
repaired at the earliest, then they
will hold massive protest and for
any untoward incident, PWD
and ERA will be responsible, he
warned.
Among others present were
Brij Mehra, Rajan Gupta, Tara
Chand, Babu Ram, Sudesh Suri,
Mohammad Ashraf, Surinder
Ralli, Deepak Sharma, etc.

SRINAGAR, Aug 31: After
facing huge public outrage over
the death of infants in the GB
Pant Hospital last year, the
administration of the only
paedetirc hospital blamed
District Hospitals authorities for
late referrals of the infants.
Dr
Muneer
Masoudi,
Medical Superintendent G B
Pant Hospital said that there was
always a huge pressure on this
hospital due to unnecessary
referrals and doctors' carelessness in district hospitals.
He said the latest report suggested that there was late referral
from District Hospitals and most
of the cases were beyond repair.
He said that most of the
cases were referred from District
Hospital Anantnag that was why
the recent report clearly mentioned that every month most of
the children deaths were from
Anantnag district.
Speaking on the occasion, Dr
Qaiser senior pediatrician said

that first few hours after child's
birth are crucial and if the care is
not taken death is bound to happen.
"You have to take care of a
baby during his first hours and if
there is negligence, chances of
death are high," Qaiser said.
Speaking to the Civil Society
Forum Kashmir (CSFK) and
Salman Soz, who paid their visit
to the hospital and monitored the
ground level functioning of the
hospital, the superintendent of G
B Pant Hospital, Principal
Government Medical College,
Srinagar, Dr Rafiq Pampori and
other senior children specialists
suggested that private hospitals
should engage pediatricians for
the safety of new born babies.
"The private hospitals here
only go for operation phase and
in case the child is not well or
there is any problem, they refer
these children to Government
Hospitals and it takes a lot of
time to send a child this was also
high death of infants," they said.

HC seeks status report on
AIDS control programme

Excelsior Correspondent
SRINAGAR, Aug
31:
Dissatisfied with the report filed
by Comptroller and Auditor
General on implementation of
AIDS control programme in the
State, the High Court today
directed the Government to file
latest status report of last several years within a week.
A Division Bench of Jammu
and Kashmir comprising Chief
Justice M M Kumar and Justice
Dhiraj Singh Thakur observed
the last report submitted in year
2006 does not disclose any
effective data for controlling

AIDS.
The Court observed the
report shows complete "dissatisfaction" of the programme by
the State.
The Bench was hearing a
public Interest Litigation filed
by a Law student in 2002 over
the implementation of AIDS
control programme in the State
and other programmes for controlling leprosy and blindness.

Excelsior Correspondent
JAMMU, Aug 31: In the
much publicized spurious drug
scam,
Special
Judge
Anticorruption Jammu, Puneet
Gupta today declared four
accused as absconders and issued
general arrest warrants against
them. The Court has fixed
October 9, 2013 for hearing on
arguments on charge/discharge.
The absconders are Prem
Prakash Barnwal, Manjula
Barnwal, Directors of M/s
Sanative
Pharmaceuticals,
Manoj Kumar Aggarwal and
Rahul Kumar.
According to the challan, a
purchase committee was constituted with Dr Madhu Khullar,
the then Director Health
Services as its Chairperson, Dr
Anice Choudhary, the then HoD

would be constructed by R& B
Department.
Additional
District
Development Commissioner,
Srinagar, Nazim Zia Khan, Chief
Engineer,
R&B,
Kashmir,
Mushtaq Ahmed Lone and senior
officers of various departments
and district administration were
present on the occasion.
Referring to the various
developmental initiatives undertaken by the Government, the
Minister said several sectors
including the pivotal ones like
health have been properly augmented by ensuring infrastructural expansion and providing stateof-art medicare facilities to the
people has been done. He said
that the road connectivity has
also been improved by taking up
several projects like four-laning
of the National Highway and in
old city the work on Srinagar,
Syed Merak Shah and KZP has
also been accelerated.
Mr. Sagar while referring to
the several welfare schemes
launched for the youth of the
State said that the programmes

like Himmayat, Uddan would go
a long way in solving the unemployment problem by providing
the much needed employment
opportunities to them. He said
that
Entrepreneurial
Development Institute (EDI) has
also been established which provides the unemployed youth with
the financial assistance to set up
their units by which they can
contribute their bit in socio-economic development of their areas
and also provide avenues to the
young prospective entrepreneurs.
The Minister while referring
to the medium of dialogue for
solving various complex issues
said that it is recorded history
that several problems globally
have been solved only through
dialogues and reconciliation,
adding that both India and
Pakistan should come forward
and solve all their issues through
this bilaterally. He said that the
people preaching cult of violence
should also understand this and
come forward to project their
view point for solving all the
issues.

ENT and retired as Principal
GMC Jammu as Vice Chairman,
Reva
Gupta,
the
then
Administrator
Associated
Hospitals Jammu as Member, Dr
A K Sharma, the then Medical
Superintendent SMGS Hospital
as Member Secretary, Dr S C
Khajuria, Assistant Director
Family Welfare (now retd) as
Member,
Yogesh
Sharma
Accounts Officer GMC Jammu,
Lotika Khajuria, Deputy Drug
Controller Jammu as Member,
Nine new Dogri publications by Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi
Sunil
Gupta,
Functional being released at K L Saigal Hall on Saturday. -Excelsior/Rakesh
Manager Industries as Member
and Joginder Kumar, Accounts
Officer GMC Jammu for purchase of drugs.
According to the challan, the
statements of Chairperson Dr
Madhu Khullar and Vice
Chairperson
Dr
Anice
Choudhary are contradictory.
Singh’s anthology of 36 Dogri
Lalit Gupta
Women short story writers and
JAMMU, Aug 31: Sahitya Cchatrpal’s ‘Kinne Pakistan’, the
translation
of
Akademi, New Delhi, the nation- Dogri
al Academy of Letters, provided Kamelshwar’s acclaimed novel
an opportunity to young and ‘Kitne Pakistan’ .
Speaking on the occasion Prof
upcoming Dogri writers and poets
wagers, consolidated employees to share their works with invited Lalit Magotra, the new convener
having been in the department audience during its program of the Dogri Advisory Board,
for more than 15 years, release ‘Mulakat’, held at K L Saigal Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi,
of 6th Pay Commission and Hall, here today.
said that it is a matter of satisfactime-bound settlement of penIn the literary program tion that nine new released Dogri
sion," Pampori said.
designed to encourage young and publications include translations
The employees also demand aspiring poets and writers, the of highly acclaimed works of
release of wages, reorganization, upcoming short story writers and other Indian languages. Such
implementation of recruitment poets who shared their literary cre- works bring the literature of one
rules, payment of 6th pay com- ations included upcoming short language to readers of another and
mission arrears, implementation story writers Rajeshwar Singh act as a bridge between languages.
of transfer policy and holding Raju and Sunita Bhadwal. While
Shantanu
Gangopadhaya,
Editor,
Sahitya
departmental promotion com- the poets who read their poems on Assistant
mittees on divisional levels.
the occasion included Deepak Arsi Akademi, welcomed the audience
and emphasized the importance of
He said that it is very tragic and Joginder Kumar Sharma.
Another highlight of the func- ‘Mulakat’, which is held in all lanthat thousands of employees of
different departments which tion was release of nine new guages recognized by Sahitya
include ULB, SSA and PHE are Dogri publications by Sahitya Akademi and has helped in
without salaries for last six Akademi, New Delhi. The new launching of many a young talent
books released by Saujanya on the national scene.
months.
Earlier in the day, Sahitya
"If the employees' demands Sharma, Director Tourism,
are not met immediately the Jammu, included Om Goswami’s Akademi, New Delhi, has also
ULB in coordination with ‘Azadi Praint Di Dogri Kavita’, organized a special Children
EJAC-Q will formulate a strict Prakash Premi’s Dogri translation Literature program at JRC Home
programme which will be very of N Gopi’s poetry, ‘Samey Gi for Handicap, Udheywala, Jammu
tough for State Government," Nain Soun Daing’, Dogri Geet in which more than 80 children sat
and Dogri Ekanki by Inder Jeet face to face with prominent Dogri
Pampori warned.
Kesar, Usha Vyas’s Dogri writer and poets like Prof Shashi
Translation of Bhisham Sahni’s Pathania and Vijay Sahrma, and
anthology of Hindi short stories, not only listened to their short stoVijya Thakur’s translation of Arun ries and poems but also recited
Kamal’s Hindi poetry, Gyan their own poems.

National Akademi’s nine new publications
to enrich Dogri literature

Sahitya Akademi’s ‘Mulakat’ provides
platform to young talent in Dogri

Police foils ULBs
employees march
Excelsior Correspondent
SRINAGAR, Aug 31: Police
today foiled Urban Local Bodies
(ULBs) employees' march to
Civil Secretariat to press for fulfilment of their various demands.
Hundreds of employees
today assembled near Kashmir
Haat to take a rally toward Civil
Secretariat. But, police personnel deployed there intercepted
them and took into custody 60
agitating employees.
Police used water cannons to
disperse the protestors.
Urban Local Bodies (ULBs)
Employees' Forum president
Manzoor Ahmad Pampori, said a
recent Government order is
against employees and should be
revoked immediately.
"The Government should
implement service rules, rationalization of staff pattern in these
institutions, conduct of DPCseniority of various service
cadres, regularization of daily

AoI members take up
issues with Minister
Excelsior Correspondent

JAMMU,
Aug
31:
Association of Industries (AoI),
Gangyal took up the issues of the
industrialists of the area with the
Minister for Housing
and
Horticulture Raman Bhalla.
During the visit of the
Minister
along
with
Commissioner
Jammu
Municipal Corporation, Kuldip
Khajuria the members of the
Association led by its president
Balbir Gupta took up several
issues of the industrialists. They
pointed out that the link roads
between the Colonies and the
Gangyal are in very shabby condition and they need immediate
repair work. With the recent
rains massive damage has been
caused to the roads, lanes and
drains and the repair work
should be taken up on priority.
The Association also demanded
that encroachment be removed
in the entire Gangyal Industrial
area.
Virender Jain, general secre-

tary requested the Minister to use
his influence in getting the funds
released for the installation of 50
MVA transformer at Grid Station
Gangyal which stands cleared
from the TEC of the PDD. The
Minister was also requested that
he must use his good offices to
get the exemption granted in
favour of industry of J&K in
case GST is imposed in the State
and rehabilitation of polythene
manufacturers as the polythene
sale has been banned in J&K.
The Minister assured that he will
take up the issues with the concerned authorities.

Students protest, lock ZEO office
Excelsior Correspondent

MENDHAR, Aug 31: Students of Govt Primary School Choi in
Mankote area of Mendhar today locked Zonal Education Office
and held protest demonstration for nearly two hours today.
The students of this school led by their parents and some
Panchayat members thronged the ZEO office Mankote and put a lock
there. They started protest against ZEO, DyCEO, CEO and Director
School Education. These villagers alleged that after the retirement of
a teacher about two months back, no other teacher was posted at the
school and the children were suffering. There are nearly 40 students
in this schools and a teacher posted there did not turn up. They
claimed that for the last two months the Govt School was lying closed
and concerned education officers were in ‘deep slumber’.
Later, Dy CEO Mohd Sadiq reached the spot and he assured the
agitating students and villagers that teacher will be placed at the
school shortly. Then the villagers opened the lock of the ZEO office.

